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Introduction



1.53 Billion Smart Phone Users

82.8% Market Share









Ransomware:

A type of malicious 
software that blocks 
access to the victim’s 
data or threatens to 
publish or delete it 
until a ransom is paid.



Signature-based Defenders

Machine Learning-based Defenders

HinDroid



HinDroid

It’s a more resilient system that helps protect smart phone 

users against Android malware attacks and novel threats.



HinDroid System ArchitectureAndroid app is 

compiled and packaged 

in a single archive file 

(.apk) that includes the 

app code (.dex file), 

resources, assets, and 

manifest file.



Feature Extraction



Feature 
Extractor

APIs

e.g., ransomware “Locker.apk” 
(MD5: f836f5c6267f13bf9f6109a6b8d79175)

Smali Code:



• To represent such kind of relationship, we generate the API-Package matrix P where each 
element                         denotes if a pair of API calls are with the same package name.

API-1: Lorg/apache/http->HttpConnection()

API-2: Lorg/apache/http->HttpMessage() 

API-3: Lorg/apache/http->HttpRequest()

API-4: Lorg/apache/http->HttpResponse()

API-5: Ljava/io/file->getPath()

API-6: Ljava/io/file->setReadOnly()

API-7: Ljava/io/file->canRead()

API-8: Ljava/io/file->delete()



.method
API-1
API-2
API-3
.end method

CodeBlock For example, for the ransomeware “Locker.apk” (MD5: 

f836f5c6267f13bf9f6109a6b8d79175), the API calls of 

• Ljava/io/FileOutputStream -> write

• Ljava/io/IOException -> printStackTrace

• Ljava/lang/System -> load

together in the method of “loadLibs” in the converted 

smali code indicate this ransomware intends to write 

malicious code into system kernel.

• To represent such kind of relationship, we generate the API-CodeBlock
matrix B where each element                         denotes if a pair of API 
calls belong to the same codeblock.



API-1
API-2
API-3

InvokeMethod
In the smali code, there are five different 

methods to invoke an API call:

1. invoke-static: invokes a static method with parameters;

2. invoke-virtual: invokes a virtual method with parameters;

3. invoke-direct: invokes a method with parameters without 

the virtual method resolution;

4. invoke-super: invokes the virtual method of the immediate 

parent class; 

5. invoke-interface: invokes an interface method.

• To represent such kind of relationship, we generate the API-InvokeMethod
matrix I where each element                         denotes if a pair of API calls 
use the same invoke method.

API calls use the same invoke method           

Words have the same part of speech 

like



HIN is capable to be composed of different types of entities and relations.

Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN)

DBLP Bibliographic Network



HIN Construction and Multi-Kernel Learning



API 1

API 2

API 3 API 5

API 4 API 6

Illustration of an HIN

API 7

B: CodeBlock

P: Package

I: InvokeMethod

Package

APIApp

CodeBlockContain

Entities:

Relations:

InvokeMethod



Meta-path Generation



Multi-kernel Learning



Experimental Results and Analysis



• Data Collection: we obtain two datasets from Comodo Cloud Security Center.

1. The first sample set includes daily collected Android apps (through January 30, 2017 to February 5, 2017), which 
contains 1,834 training Android apps (920 of them are benign apps, while the other 914 apps are malware including the 
families of Lotoor, RevMob, Fakegupdt, and GhostPush, etc), and 500 testing samples (with the analysis by the anti-
malware experts of Comodo Security Lab, 198 of them are labeled as benign and 302 of them are malicious). (E1-E3)

2. The second dataset has larger sample collection containing 30,000 Android apps obtained within one month (Januray
2017), half of which are benign apps and the half are malicious apps. (E4)

Experimental Setup

• Performance Measures:



• Combined-kernel: We rank each meta-path using its Laplacian score. The order of the ranking is: PID12 -> PID16 -> PID6 -> PID3 -> 
PID5 -> PID11 -> PID9 -> PID2 -> PID8 -> PID7 -> PID13 -> PID14 -> PID15 -> PID10 -> PID4 -> PID1.

E1: Detection Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Method



E2: Comparisons of HinDroid and other Alternative Detection Methods

For ANN, we use 3 hidden layers (500 neurons in each hidden layer) and train the network using back 
propagation. The learning rate is set to 0.3 and the momentum is set as 0.5. For SVM, we use LibSVM
in our experiment and the penalty is empirically set to be 1,000.

0
0
0
0
0

• To check whether the overall improvement is significant, we also run 

30 random trials of training and testing examples to compare 

HinDroid and SVM with feature engineering, and the probability 

associated with a paired t-Test with a two-tailed distribution is 

HinDroid

• This shows that HinDroid is significantly better than the best 

baseline method we compared. The reason behind this is that, in 

HinDroid we use more expressive representation for the data, and 

build the connection between the higher-level semantics of the 

data and the final results. 

• The experiment results also demonstrates that using HinDroid can 

reduce the work of feature engineering, and significantly improve 

the Android malware detection performance.



E3: Comparisons of HinDroid and other Commercial Mobile Security Products

For the comparisons, we use all the latest versions of the mobile security products (i.e., Clean 
Master (CM): 2.08, Lookout: 10.9-7f33b3e, and Norton: 3.17.0.3205)

• The success of HinDroid may lie in its novel 

higher-level semantic feature representations as 

well as the multi-kernel learning based on the 

constructed HIN in feature engineering. 

• Besides, HinDroid also has high detection 

efficiency: the prediction of an Andriod app is 

around 3-5 seconds on average, including the 

feature extraction.

HinDroid



E4: Evaluations Based on Larger and Real Sample Collection from Industry

• Based on a real and larger data collection from Comodo Cloud Security Center (i.e., 30,000 
Android apps obtained within one month (Januray 2017), half of which are benign apps and 

the half are malicious apps), Figure 5 shows the overall and zoomed-in receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curves for this experiment based on the ten-fold cross validations. 

From Figure 5, we can see that HinDroid achieves an impressive 0.9833 average TP rate at 

the 0.0087 average FP rate while labeling the newly collected Android apps.



System Deployment and Operation

• HinDroid has already been incorporated into the scanning tool of Comodo’s Mobile Security Product to predict new 

collected 15,000 unknown apps per day. HinDroid has been deployed and tested based on the real daily sample 

collection for around half a year (about 2,700,000 Android apps in total have either been trained or tested).
Note that Android malware techniques are constantly evolving and new malware samples are produced on a daily basis. To account for the temporal 

trends of Android malware writing, the training sets of our developed system are dynamically changing to include newly collected apps.

• Due to the high detection efficiency and effectiveness, the developed system HinDroid can greatly save human 

labors and reduce the staff cost: In practice, an anti-malware analyst has to spend at least 8 hours to manually 

analyze 40 Android apps for malware detection. Using the developed system HinDroid, the analysis of ~15,000 

apps can be performed within minutes with multiple servers. This would benefit over 10 million smart phone users 

of Comodo’s Mobile Security product.



Summary of Our Work



Related Work

• Intelligent Android malware detection systems using machine learning and data mining techniques [6–8, 29, 30]: 

 Classification/clustering based on dynamic analysis: e.g., DroidDolphin [30], Crowdroid [6], CopperDroid [22];

 Android malware detection based on static analysis: e.g., DroidMat [29], DroidMiner [32].

Our work: Different from the existing works [15, 29, 32], after API call extraction, we then further analyze the relationships 

between them (i.e., whether the extracted API calls belong to the same smali code block, are with the same package names, or 
use the same invoke method). Based on these extracted features, the Android apps are represented by a structured 

heterogeneous information network (HIN), and a meta-path based approach is used to link the apps.

• HIN has been applied to scientific publication network analysis [17, 19, 20, 35], public general social media analysis 

[14, 33, 34], and document analysis based on knowledge graph [24–27]. Different from PathSim [19] and 

unsupervised meta-path weighting mechanisms [25, 26], in our application, the problem of Android malware 

detection is considered as a task of classification, thus a better idea is to jointly optimize both the classification 

boundary and the meta-path weights based on the provided labels (either malicious or benign). To address this 

challenge, in our work, we first use each meta-path to formulate a similarity measure over Android apps, and 

aggregate different similarities using multi-kernel learning.



In this paper, we develop a system called HinDroid for intelligent Android malware detection, which has the following major traits:

• Novel structural feature representation: Instead of using API calls only, we further analyze the relationships among them. Based 

on the extracted features, the Android apps will be represented by a structural heterogeneous information network (HIN), and 
a meta-path based approach will be used to link the apps. In this way, the detection of a malicious Android app is an aggregation 

of different similarities defined by different meta-paths. This is much more complicated than traditional approaches and is more 

difficult and costly to be evaded. 

• Multi-kernel learning for HIN: HIN is a conceptual representation of many other kinds of data, e.g., social networks, scholar 

networks, knowledge graphs, etc. The similarities defined by different meta-paths can be used to make decisions in an aggregated 
way. In this paper, we propose a multi-kernel learning to learn from data to determine the importance of different meta-paths. 

This is a very natural way to handle HIN based similarities but to our best knowledge is a first attempt. 

• A practical developed system for real industry application: We develop a practical system HinDroid for automatic Android 
malware detection and provide a comprehensive experimental study based on the real sample collection from Comodo Cloud 

Security Center, which demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of our developed system. HinDroid has already been 
incorporated into the scanning tool of Comodo Mobile Security product. The system has been deployed and tested based on the real 

daily sample collection (over 15,000 Android apps per day) for around half a year (about 2,700,000 Android apps in total).
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